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1
There will be time without measure
When the air holds no fear
When we can do things without thinking and walk with arms linking
to spend time together
2
A clock with no hands
so we shall not measure the time.
The time we have is a pleasure not a chore
Lost in time, for better or worse
3
My family's gone; there's no one home.
It's only me who's home alone.
I shouldn't hear a single squeak.
There shouldn't even be a creak
4
To do good for each other and treasure these moments forever
Clock earth universe stars, all beautiful things of time.
5
Time goes by like water from a tap sometimes it drops slowly
sometimes it gushes with no stopping it
6
To go outside and play
1

Time lost all meaning, but still carries on.
There will be space without pleasure
When the skies won't be as grey,
We’ll still have fun, life full of pleasure
So we all must have hope – but not with displeasure
7
The clock chimes at noon
For Ga, grass and gas
Our family IS our treasure
Most cultures age, and some cultures can change
There will be time without measure, use ur imagination
fly a plane or even find treasure.
I could never have imagined in wildest dreams,
that life as we know it has totally changed,
I wandered lonely as a cloud
Friendship, camaraderie dissolves, new emotions linger
8
Counting seconds will not matter
We shall have freedom forever
we will all have to stand together
Where only life is your treasure
9
A time of isolation and deep contemplation
now you have the time with the Fam,
spend it while you can
There will be time to stand still
Where love is the only treasure
When we may again have a life of pleasure
10
TIME marches on, for each one of us,
Time MARCHES on, for each one of us,
Time marches

ON,

for each one of us,
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11
Time is long, Time is cool but above all
it lasts longer in school
Time is long, Time is cool but above all
it lasts longer in school
—when training and matches will be back,
it will be great.
12
For freedom is man's greatest treasure
Time shall always be here
Never stopping, Never slowing.
Clocks will stand still, but life will carry on
Time flies by like a feather
A time of warmth and freedom
In which I can do it all
Can this be time of pleasure, in thought what is time
With endless hours of pleasure
With endless hours of pleasure
No matter how far you go you will succeed
Kids watching to wonder when will this be over.
Family comes and family goes just like time, so cherish every second.
The sun is my servant so I can be found,
I am the force that spins the earth around
Yet we will endeavour to find life’s little pleasures.
13
And then some times without treasure
And quarantine without pleasure
where family and loved ones will be our treasure
Flowing, everlasting, alongside us, within us
With a history full of treasure
There will be space without pressure
14
Stop and listen to the happy birds gracefully singing
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Time is slow— time is fast —time present —time is past
And the bells of time will ring out in joy
Time for much merriment and pleasure
There will be School without Teachers
It will be hard and tough but you’ll find your way
to the end of it all
15
As time goes on I wonder when it will all stop
and begin again, this time of ours is like a dim time,
O how I just want to let it shine, the seasons of mists
– and mellow the joy of this our time
For now keep up with your leisure
Flowers to give us pleasure
Every day is such fun from beginning to end
Where we must stay away from the ones that we treasure
16
Good afternoon I just saw king Kim Jong-un.
There will be time without pleasure
Its life will fade away into the unknown realm
where no being has ever returned from.
But a ruler can’t measure the time that you spend with your family
With time, hope is always and everywhere
Much time without pleasure
A time that we should have hope.
17
Time is flying, time is coming we will dance and sing with pleasure.
Do not criticise just listen, learn, be kind and find a way
to relax in your comfort zone with deep breaths
There will always be time for fun
Time is an essence, never lost, value immense, or value not
When we can go out and embrace each other
Time will rhyme
It is constant and it remains true
There is a time, a time to live
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Between the morning and the night
And days filled with leisure
18
Time is what allows us to live and die
1845, 1916, 2020 — memories that will last forever
although just moments in Eternity.
Day by day we will get through
Time is what makes us live and die
And memories to treasure
Life is the greatest treasure
19
One day feels like one week when I am not able to play
with my friends,
this time is boring
and I hope it soon ends.
Time alone holds the fate of all things
And there will be measure without time
A time that will never be forgotten
While we are all at our leisure
Everything under less pressure
20
Where the future holds so much leisure
Time is our treasure and time is our pleasure
There will be a time when I can play sports,
Run free, Play with my friends and
Be where I want to be.
And time with pressure
There will laughter and hugs
21
To pursue happiness and pleasure
Sleep Sleep quietly,
now that the gates of the day are closed.
Leave tomorrow's problems for tomorrow.
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The earth is peaceful. Only the stars are abroad;
and they will not cause you any trouble.
To pursue happiness and pleasure
22
A while without pleasure.
But at present we have to take care of our leisure
Not using time is like a crime,
Our nation will overcome this time of displeasure
Sometimes we are mad at time for taking things away
but maybe we should be grateful
if time grants us another day .
23
The valleys of Bethlehem lead down to a lifeless salt sea
with no presence
It is now a time to see, how special life is
and how it can be lost to one small cough
Time to cease getting lost in the confusion of life
Sometimes we are mad at time for taking things away
but maybe we should be grateful if time grants us another day .
Sometimes it strolls along, sometimes it runs fast
As it is life we must treasure
time filled with pleasure
Don't waste a second of time
Let's hope to get though this together
24
Alone in the darkness, standing together
When everything will be nice and pleasant.
This can be bad or it can be a pleasure
Ireland will rise again we are a nation of patience and courage
In the heaps of the heather
And when it arrives, it we should treasure
This slower pace of life a newfound pleasure
there will always be time around the clock
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25
There will be time without measure, pack everything with pleasure. Make
sure you are Washing Hands and do not touch other hands.
Put the masks on and put it on your son.
To rejoice with our families, and enjoy life's little treasures.
And a life with no pressure
Time is a grain of sand falling through our hands
Though I can't find much pleasure
There will be time without measure, But no measure of time is enough for
family.
But all this free time allows us to appreciate the beauty of nature
A month when children can celebrate birthdays
A moment when children hug their grandparents without worry
When children can celebrate becoming a year older
26
Only time is truly endless
Time is valuable
time, a time with family for one to treasure
But Family time to treasure
I feel happy & safe with my family, I am grateful.
We'll be apart but yet together
Time does not stay the same however.
A time to remember when everyone and everything stood together
When the world comes together, united as one
And more family time to treasure
One optimistic is better than a thousand pessimistic people
It will be a pleasure when we can all be together
27
It takes time to progress
In time everything will come back to normal,
then everything will become less formal.
Life is better spent learning
We will all treasure our time with family and friends
And time there will be
And time there will be
7

Time eternal, a winding river forever flowing.
roses are red violets are blue sugar is sweet and so are you
In this unpredictable pressure
don`t let this time apart founder
for we will meet again maybe in a ponder
As our country tries to get better
28
There will be time without measure
in the morning
being with my family is always a pleasure
As we sit here time severed
When summers have no bad weather
We must be free to live in a time of fear
There will be normal again , but a new normal
Time is precious it never goes back
We have to stay inside, well that was Leo's guide
With wheels of time come the past and the rash,
animals extinction for a extension of the future.
Michael D in our house known as Michael T
any problem big or small a cuppa from under
Mammy's Michael tea cosy will sort it all
Countless lives will be lost, Countless lives will be saved.
There will be sky without blue
But for now let's focus on the people we treasure
Time cannot be changed or fixed
There will always be time for faith, love, and hope
Someday our doors will open again and human life will thrive.
29
Time ticks slowly away so make the most of today
It pulls through the ether, showing the light beyond
There will be more time spent with family and friends.
Times can be hard
Time is an illusion that makes things make sense, so we are always living in
the present tense
For simple joys, simple pleasures ...
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The Future will come without any pressure!
But Ireland will come through, we’re a wonderful treasure.
30
For things that we treasure
Childhood was fun buts that’s all done
Spring is coming, flowers are springing
To make memories we’ll treasure
Although we had fantastic weather
Minutes pass like hours, days blur into weeks
There will be time for laughter.
There will be time to say goodbye
When we shall dance together with pleasure
Days blend together but the daisies still grow
Each day will pass unnamed
Days will pass unnamed
Days are long but nights where you can sing along ...
Not to everyone's pleasure.
There will be moments we can treasure'
Hope for each new day
So in time there will be no need to measure
And time without pleasure
Even in bad weather
When all the world is sure!
31
At night my eyes fill with tears I miss my nan
feel like I haven’t seen her in years
O to b free from covid words that tickle my ears
with the numbers n statistics increasing my fears
if someone does not want me it is not the end of the world
but if I do not want me the world is nothing but endings
The stars tell me there will be time
There will be time without measure
Where all of life is treated as treasure
and it will be like a treasure
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32
Bored, time is a tortoise, lagging, loitering, slack.
Happy and it’s a hoppity hurtling hare.
Faoiseamh a gheobhadsa, seal beag gairid,
i measc mo dhaoine, ar oileáin mara
It is only in our darkest times that we
can find the light within ourselves
33
There will be time
There will be time without war
Moments with family to treasure,
We must enjoy it while it last but never
forgetting all the people who have passed.
But yet there will be lots of time with pleasure
After all of this we will have such pleasure
A pandemic won’t remove my pleasure
34
As hard times still go on
When people really stop and listen to the answer to their question
"How are you?" and to the answer to their answer
There will be times when we realise we took things for granted.
For we must treasure the time we have now
There's no doubt about that
When one wants time to fly, it saunters
When we shall come together
Time has a wonderful way of showing us what really matters.
35
And there will be times much better
When leaving my house is no pressure
Time is something we must treasure
Enjoy the present as a treasure
One minute in school is like a billion years.
For Time is a gift and a treasure,
And we will all be forgotten
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In time, life and nature
People are living in bed but we need to rise again!
Though the crystal ball will shine,
our hearts are in the present times.
Seconds are better when we’re together
Seconds become more precious than ever
36
It will be different, however.
The future is now.
Time is precious
Time evolves one moment at a time
Kicking my ball against the wall until I have a team to play with again
And that is a pleasure
37
But being with my family is the real treasure
Yet there will be times to treasure
You might be bored to no end, but this difficult time will descend.
There will be courage, sadness and joy behind masked warriors
so we can have some fun and pleasure
There will be time without measure, and love that is endless
all we know is that we are in this together.

38
There is hope without loss
As the sand sank through the hourglass, the world was still.
There will be time for loved ones,
For loved ones to treasure,
Time to reflect on our lives and appreciate the simplicity of life
Yet there will be time to treasure
39
Life flashing by on a one way street
dances before us calling us in,
to the deepest darkest depths within
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The Enchanted Garden When I close my eyes, to go to sleep,
I drift far away. Into a land that’s beautiful, but I know
I can’t stay! A little elf lets me in, And so I said my thanks,
He showed me ‘round his little home, Which seemed to be a bank.
He then brought me to an enchanted garden, The beauty that I saw
Was absolutely wonderful, it made me drop my jaw.
And joy without measure
But these times with our family and friends we will treasure
I stole captain Jack Sparrow’s treasure
40
These days I can look at the clock with ease
Where the little things become the big things,
the things that really matter most
and quarantine is not a pleasure
And in this capsule you’ll find treasure,
please do read this at your leisure
If we unite this country together
we will stay as a team forever,
and everything will be okay
It'll all be over soon is what they keep telling us,
yet it seems to go on forever and not soon enough.
41
Time to laugh with my friends
A free spirit, completely oblivious
to all that depends upon it.
Youth is wild and age is tame
There will be time without hope
You have time, so use it wisely
I looked at it again,
the clock that never seemed to change .
42
There is time without measure, for life is a pleasure
There will be a time without measure, and for me
this will be a pleasing which I will treasure.
Too many days are filled with schedules and timetables.
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There will be learning without schooling
The will be a time when the virus is done,
no more social distancing, just Family and fun
Days mean nothing to us now
To relax, unwind and take pleasure
Isn't it a treasure
Our loved ones we will treasure
43
As I stand outside and hear the birds sing their songs all day
l wish I could become a bird whisperer
and put words to their beautiful songs.
Time to renew the life we treasure
Time is a storm in which we are all lost
Only time will tell
Remember life is a treasure life is such a pleasure
Moments like this we have to treasure
Time doesn’t stop no matter where
Days without limits to stop and listen
Through thick and thin, we all unite.
If Chum is Fum, then Fum is Chum.
44
The future shall be made by what is done in the present
Life once again will be a pleasure
Everything will come to pass
As it will go on forever
And lots of fun and pleasure
If I read one more focal from Síofra, Óisin agus Seán,
my face will surely turn a whiter shade of bán.
Time to imagine a future world where present words
are mere letters of the past
To find buckets and buckets of treasure
so we will not have school closure
a boy and his treasures; time - arranged on a shelf
Families all walking together
We’ll all be as light as a feather
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Coronavirus isn’t nice
45
For now ,let’s keep safe what we treasure
Years, months and days, Winter in a haze
To hug friends, such a treasure
if we all play our part, we'll solve this puzzle
Where every minute will be a treasure
Years, months, days, winter in a haze
Oh the world that is so big and vast,
we lose that time to the past.
For now let’s keep safe what we treasure
there will be space within limits
The passing of time, soothes the worried mind
How long more must we stay inside, because
I’m running out of TikTok to keep me occupied
46
Will it end asks the girl it will end
it will end, answers the world.
Beidh sonas, spraoi agus ardú croí
And it will not only be pleasure
We can know all from the inside
Time is like a shadow, fading away with the light
time never stands still for anyone or anything
I know you’re under lots of pressure
And sadly we have nowhere to go
For family and pleasure,
There will be time for pleasure
There will be times were we are alone
Of which we should treasure
A time with joy and pleasure
Yesterday is history , today is a gift ,
that's why it’s called the present.
There’s ways to make a difference
To count every blade of grass
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There will be time where we go
and see our families again
and the streets will be filled with our love
and glee; and our families again and the streets
will be filled with our happiness and laughter
With no time for displeasure
There will be fun and pleasure—for
Time without measure is Love

End
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